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Purpose and Background of the Research
Complex nanostructures comprising multi-atom species show strong quantum confinement effect and, hence, we can design the confined electron energy. Atom manipulation and chemical identification of individual atoms are, however, critical to construct such complex nanostructures. Conventional nanostructures have been constructed from metal atoms and molecules weakly adsorbed on metal substrate by scanning tunneling microscope (STM) at low temperature (LT).

In this project, we will create and evaluate complex nanostructures comprising multi-atom species at room temperature (RT) by atom-by-atom imaging, chemical identification and manipulation of single atoms based on atomic force microscopy (AFM) combined with scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [AFM/STM].

Research Methods
Using nanospace, we will investigate how to build up complex nanostructures supported on the semiconductor substrate at RT [Fig.(a)] by atom manipulation method. By atom interchange manipulations, we will also investigate how to build up complex nanostructures embedded in the semiconductor surface at RT [Fig.(b)].

Then we will evaluate various physical properties of created complex nanostructures with both functionality and quantum effects at RT using AFM/STM. Here, using AFM we will evaluate mechanical property, while using STM we will evaluate electronic property of complex nanostructures at RT. Moreover we will compare the nature of embedded complex nanostructures at RT with those supported on the surface at RT.

Expected Research Achievements and Scientific Significance
Multi-atom species are the origin of functionality of materials, while the nanostructure is the origin of quantum effects. Accordingly, complex nanostructures comprising multi-atom species combine the functionality of materials with the quantum effects and, hence, are the source of abundant novel nanomaterials and nanodevices. Using only the atom manipulation method, we can arbitrarily assembly complex nanostructure atom-by-atom. Thus, using AFM atom manipulation and AFM/STM characterization, we can create and evaluate complex nanostructures to search for valuable, novel complex nanostructures. Therefore, such investigations will open the gates to the novel field of physics and chemistry of complex nanostructures.
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